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The connections between dogs and people 
in the 805 area benefit both sides  

of that equation, thanks to some amazing 
nonprofits, individuals, and animals.

BY JOAN TAPPER  PHOTOGRAPHS BY GARY MOSS

BEST FRIENDS 
FOREVER

Addressing Pet Homelessness, 
Overpopulation, and More

 About 15 years ago, Isabelle Gullö was a journalist in Santa Barbara when 
she decided to become a pet shelter volunteer. She cared for a rottweiler 
whose owner was injured and eventually took the dog in permanently. But 
she was struck by the number of dogs and cats that were being abandoned. 

When she met veterinarian Carlos Abitia, they began to discuss what could be done 
to alleviate pet homelessness and overpopulation, and in 2009 C.A.R.E.4Paws 
(care4paws.org) was born.

“This is not a rescue shelter,” says Gullö. C.A.R.E.4Paws goes out into the 
community—from Carpinteria to Guadalupe—to provide free or low-cost animal 
welfare services with a focus on pet owners who are low-income, senior, disabled, or 
homeless individuals. 

Their two mobile clinics provide free spays and neuters—2,000 a year—as well as low-
cost veterinary care (for those who qualify), and vaccine clinics costing $10 per service.

Not surprisingly, the arrival of COVID-19 increased the nonprofit’s workload. “We 
used to distribute two tons of pet food a year to those in need,” says Gullö. They 
partnered with the Foodbank of Santa Barbara County and got donations, and “in the 
first year of the pandemic” she says, “distributions ballooned to four tons a week. 

“Every year we look for what’s missing,” Gullö says. When she found out that 
women in abusive relationships were likely to remain in them two years longer if they 
had pets, the group partnered with Domestic Violence Solutions so that women could 
go to shelters and C.A.R.E.4Paws would foster the animals until the women got on 
their feet again.

There are also ongoing educational programs for elementary school youngsters 
through the United Boys & Girls Clubs of Santa Barbara County.

“We collaborate with every animal group in the county,” Gullö adds. The group 
also promotes adoption through events, like its annual Wags n’ Whiskers festival (the 
next one is slated for October 2022) and the upcoming Donation Drive-Thru & Home 
for the Holidays Festival on December 4. “Our biggest challenge is accomplishing 
what we have done with a small staff and a few volunteers,” says Gullö. “The need for 
services won’t be going away!” >



Isabelle Gullö enjoys some 
quality time with Rio, her 

rescue terrier mix. Her 
volunteer experience with 

a pet shelter led her to 
cofound C.A.R.E.4Paws.
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Changing Lives Through  
the Human-Canine Bond 

 Nicole Hern, the rehabilitation manager of New Life 
K9s (newlifek9s.org), based in San Luis Obispo, had 
animal-training experience when she was a zookeeper 
many years ago, but she put that aside to get a master’s 

degree in social work. Later, when she found out about programs 
where prison inmates trained dogs, she thought, “What a great 
way to combine my passions.” 

A friend introduced her to Jack Gould at the Son Care 
Foundation, and they began working to establish a prison 
program, which started in 2014. But even before that she began 
training their first service dog to give to a veteran. Why focus on 
veterans? “Because of the numbers of suicides,” says Hern, “more 
than 22 a day.” The group now also serves first responders.

That first dog was a rescue who was “born to be a service 
dog,” Hern remembers. But the organization now relies on 

animals from breeders. “Generally, Labradors and golden retrievers are best,” she 
says. “They must be mellow and like to work. They may sit in class or at a job site for 
hours, so they can’t be rambunctious. And they must be human focused. Some of that 
is trained; some is instinctive.”

The incarcerated trainers begin with puppies eight to 12 weeks old and use only 
positive methods as they work on canine manners and public behavior as well as skills. 
It’s proved to be a rewarding program for the trainers themselves. “They feel they can 
contribute something positive to society,” says Hern. “They care about doing it right 
and learn things they never thought they’d learn in prison.”

The dogs are matched with owners according to personality and lifestyle. The animals 
are trained to wake someone from nightmares and alert them to an oncoming anxiety 
attack. They can get help if necessary, remain reassuringly calm in response to a loud 
noise, and provide physical support if their owner lacks balance. Even simply petting the 
dog may have a calming effect for someone with post-traumatic stress disorder.

Says Hern, “Having the animal can free someone from anxiety and self-isolation. 
It brings joy back to their lives.”

Donuts (right) was trained 
as a service dog by an 

incarcerated handler and 
given by New Life K9s to 
a first responder (below).
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Teaming Up to Find the Lost or Missing

 Deresa Kenney, captain of all-volunteer Ventura County Sheriff’s K9 Search 
& Rescue (vcsark9.org), has seen some changes in what the team responds 
to over the last couple of decades. Kenney, a Simi Valley resident who was a 
paramedic and fire inspector with the Los Angeles City Fire Department for 

35 years, began working with the Ventura team in the 1990s. 
“Typically, search and rescue did wilderness calls,” she says. “That was before cell 

phones were common. Now there aren’t so many lost hikers. More calls come for 
Alzheimer’s patients who wander away, and for that you need trailing dogs, who are 
trained to be scent specific.”

Those are just one of the kinds of searches the team performs. Other dogs focus on 
live finds, searching throughout a large area for a missing person, or they are trained 
for human remains detection (HRD). Each member of the small Ventura County 
team—the only K9 unit in the county—works with his or her own dogs, which go 
through training, testing and certification in their specialty.

Some breeds are better at one kind of search than another. Bloodhounds, for 
example are perfect for trailing. Kenney’s gray Belgian Malinois, Xena, does live 
finds, while her brindle Dutch shepherd Uma is FEMA certified for HRD. “What’s most 
important is that the dog has heart,” says Kenney. “They have to be interested in [the 
search]. A play drive is not important. An HRD dog has to have a hunting drive.”

Although the team is based in Ventura County, members have been summoned 
elsewhere in the state, to Butte City or Blythe, for example, to search for victims of 
fires or other disasters. 

What can readers do? The team welcomes donations, which help out with the dogs’ 
medical and other needs. But most of all, Kenney says, they’re “in desperate need of 
new qualified people with dog experience, particularly with tracking or trailing.” The 
job calls for dedication; there’s no predicting when the call will come. “And the dog 
needs to have high drive,” she says. “It can’t be a couch potato dog!” >

Deresa Kenney (top), a 
volunteer with Ventura 

County’s K9 search-and-
rescue team, puts her dogs 

Xena and Uma through 
some training paces (left).
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Training Four-Legged Assistants

 Service dogs are amazing animals. Over the last five decades their training to 
perform tasks for persons with disabilities has extended far beyond acting as 
guide dogs for the blind to an astonishing list of activities. They can provide 
mobility assistance—opening doors, retrieving items, and turning on lights, 

for example. They can alert their handlers to oncoming seizure disorders and medical 
events or summon aid afterward. They can let a deaf person know if someone is 
calling or if an emergency siren is signaling a wildfire alert. They may work with those 
who have serious psychiatric issues like catatonia. 

Kasey Nash (joyfulpawsdogtraining.com) has specialized in training such service 
dogs for the last 15 years, though she actually started working when she was still 
in high school as a puppy raiser for Guide Dogs of America. If you need a service 
dog, she says, you should first decide if you want a program-trained animal. 
In that case, begin by searching the website of Assistance Dogs International 
(assistancedogsinternational.org). If you want to train your own dog, however, Nash, 
who lives in Oxnard, is there to work with you.

The best service breeds “are Labradors and golden retrievers,” she says. “Both love 
to work, and they tend to have even, calm temperaments. Service dogs can’t be lazy 
or have too much drive.” She can help someone find a puppy, or if they have a dog, 
she’ll connect with the owner to set expectations and check out the animal, meeting 
outdoors so she can see how it acts around kids, wheelchairs, noise, and general chaos. 
An initial lesson gives her an idea how the dog responds to basic training. Then it takes 
time—perhaps two years—and a lot of work to shape behavior. “You start by rewarding 
any interaction and gradually shape it to what you want,” Nash explains.

For the general public Nash has this advice: Don’t feel you have to respond when 
you see a service dog and its handler. Let them go about their business. Don’t stop to 
talk or relate stories about your own pet. Just smile and move on. 
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Kasey Nash (opposite) 
with her yellow Labrador, 
Roger, trains dogs to help 

with tasks for persons 
with disabilities. She 

jokes that Roger is her 
“assistant dog trainer.”




